We've had the pleasure of sharing many amazing Hawaii weddings and special
events with some great clients. Here's what they have to say!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“My fiancé and I discussed with our wedding
planner that we wanted a unique, indie group to
play at our ceremony and cocktail hour. She found
Foreseeable Futures, and as soon as we heard a
sample of their music, we knew they were the
perfect fit for what we were looking for! We
contacted them straight away, and they were
luckily free for our wedding date.

Leading up to our big day, it was a seamless
process working with Phil and Anna from
overseas. They always replied quickly to all of our
questions and had clear deadlines on the
information they needed, so we could plan
ahead. We loved that they had a wide array of
songs in their repertoire, but that we could also
request songs for them to learn as well. They sent
recorded versions of the three songs we requested
several weeks prior to the wedding so we could see
how they sounded, which was amazing! They are
completely knowledgeable about their craft, and
based on the songs we selected, they suggested
adding a hand drummer they work with for a fuller sound, which was a great addition.

Several months out from our wedding, we were able to visit Oahu, and we were really
looking forward to meeting our vendors. We contacted Phil and Anna, and not only did they
invite us to a show, but also to one of their favorite spots in Waikiki on another night to
chat. We were so impressed with their talent onstage, and equally impressed with how
lovely they both are.

They were genuinely interested in getting to know us, and by the end of the night we felt
like old friends! After meeting them in Hawaii, we asked if we could amend our contract for
them to stay at the event longer to play our first dance, "You Are The Best Thing" by Ray
LaMontagne. They were easily able to make the change, and it was so meaningful for us to
have them play our first dance live. They were even able to include the accordion into the
song; I don't think there is anything that this group can't do!

They were absolute pros on the day from arriving and setting up on time, to dressing
impeccably, to blowing everyone away with their musical and vocal skills. We received so
many compliments from our guests on what a fantastic group they were! We
wholeheartedly recommend Foreseeable Futures for any wedding or special event.”

Meghann & Fareid (Wedding, Royal Hawaiian, Summer 2015)

“We've booked Foreseeable Futures for two events at The Pig & the Lady -Valentines Day and Mothers Day brunches. Their music, easygoing demeanor and
persona set the tone for both events perfectly, creating a mood and feel that was
both calming, loving and romantic. Our diners loved their music sets and
complemented the dining service by providing a welcoming atmosphere that felt
like a blanket to roll up into. We look forward to booking them for more future
events.”
Alex Le – General Manager, The Pig and The Lady

"When we started searching
for wedding music on Oahu,
we expected we'd find a few
people with guitars that
played run of the mill
wedding tunes and might be
able to play a song request or
two. What we found was a
duo that plays our favorite
music, and who was open and
flexible
to
essentially
whatever we wanted! The
extra, extra bonus was that
they were lovely and kind people. You can imagine how lucky we felt!

Throughout our wedding planning process, Phil and Anna kept in close contact with
us with the most utmost professionalism: always getting back to us in a timely
manner, keeping us updated on their progress with songs and planning, and letting
us know costs and the reasons for them. I'll say it again - they are so professional!

When our wedding day came around, Phil and Anna were extra accommodating
with set up times and arranging themselves around our schedule. They'd been so
great and hadn't even gotten around to playing yet!

And when they did begin playing - wowee talk about talent! Phil and Anna both have
the loveliest voices; we were absolutely, completely serenaded by them. Phil's not
too shabby on the guitar either! They were a perfect mixture of being background
music and then having everyone join in for singing a verse or two. We can't express
how much we enjoyed the music they played and how they played it - all our
favorites and awesome versions. All throughout dinner they sang and played for us
and our guests. Our friends and family couldn't get enough of them!

Best decision of our wedding (except eachother, of course) was choosing
Foreseeable Futures as our music for the evening. To say we highly recommend
them would be an understatement and we just can't thank them enough!"
Jaclyn & Phil (Wedding, Dillingham Ranch, Oahu's North Shore, Summer 2014)

"Foreseeable Futures were a huge hit with everyone at
our wedding! Phil and Anna have such beautiful voices
and their repertoire is amazing. We also had them play
our picks during our ceremony and cocktail hour, and
they were so accommodating. Our first dance was
truly a highlight, a super emotional moment, and the
band just made it so special for us. Their drummer is
rockin -- we definitely recommend having the trio
perform. And also Anna on the melodica was
awesome. So many great memories!"
Valaer & John (Wedding, Private Residence on
Oahu's North Shore, Fall 2014)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"Foreseeable Futures were perfect for my
wedding! They arrived right on time, set up
everything without needing any help, and
the music was amazing! My husband and I
actually tried to stretch out the wedding so
we could listen to the band longer, they
were that good! At the end of the wedding
people were still dancing into the night, and
so the band left all their equipment set up
and let the party roll on! They were
friendly, talented, and very reasonably
priced. We would highly recommend them
for any event you have coming up!"
Briana & Jeff (Wedding, Private
Residence in Makaha, Oahu, Summer
2013)

"My husband and I met Phil
and Anna at a graduation
party and instantly became
friends. After hearing them
belt out a few tunes, we knew
we wanted them to sing at
our wedding. Our wedding
reception took place at a
small Hawaiian beach club
where no mics or amplifiers
were allowed. But they
rocked out our favorite songs
acoustically (which is really
hard) and everyone there was blown away. They specially learned our "first dance"
song for the event ("Into The Mystic" by Van Morrison) and to this day we still get
tears in our eyes when we hear it."
Stephanie & Noah (Wedding, Kalama Beach Club in Kailua, Oahu, Summer
2013)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"Phil and Anna were the perfect
entertainment at our wedding celebration.
They were easy to work with, professional,
and even learning specific songs we
requested. Their sound is amazing and a
perfect fit for an island event."
Alissa & Chris (Wedding, Private
Residence in Anahola, Kauai, Spring
2014)

"Phil & Anna really helped make our
wedding a fun and special occasion. They
brought a great mix of music and songs,
keeping the energy high when needed,
mellow when appropriate and always fun.
Phil worked with the hardware sound guys
we rented from, making it all work and
keeping it all running smoothly. They were
professional, easy to work with and very
responsive. These two were awesome on all
fronts and we do not hesitate to
recommend them to anyone."

Grey & Tanya (Wedding, Pahala Plantation House, Pahala, Hawaii - Big Island,
Fall 2013)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I couldn't recommend a
better group to play at a
wedding than Phil and
Anna (Foreseeable
Futures). It's hard to find a
reasonably priced duo in
Hawaii that can play not
only so many of today's
popular songs, but be open
to new requests as well.
The pair are both equally
amazing musicians with
Phil jamming unique rifts
on his guitar while
supporting Anna's amazing voice. All of our guests were impressed with the live
music and always comment on how much more fun it was than having a regular old
DJ. The best part is that Phil and Anna are great to hang out with on their own, and
instead of feeling like you're hiring a band to play at your wedding, it feels like you
have two friends up there singing straight from the heart. These two will not
disappoint.
Adrian and Chantal Nelson (Wedding, Oahu, Summer 2013)

